In this paper we study a free{boundary problem in a multicomponent domain. Our study was motivated by the mathematical modelling of dermal and transdermal drug delivery, where the multilayered skin model was considered. At the interface connecting two components the conservation of the ux and Nernst's distribution law hold and it is supposed that in any component there is a positive minimum concentration at which the di usion front can proceed. The existence of a solution and uniqueness in special cases are shown.
Introduction
2 { Time-dependent penetration depths. The penetration boundaries 1 ; 2 ; 3 at three time levels 0 < t 1 < t 2 < t 3 are shown; at the corresponding time the concentration is zero outside these boundaries.
Until (t) reaches the boundary of the 4 , the whole mass of drug is inside of D(t). We require the concentration of the drug to have a xed positive value at the boundary (t) of D(t). In this context describes the minimum concentration at which any di usion front can proceed. So we set c Moreover, on (t) we assume that the penetration velocity of the drug is proportional to the concentration gradient at (t), i.e. Here is a small parameter, as far as we know, without a physical meaning and we keep it x. In our opinion, however, this regularization may be interpreted as transition stage for small drug concentrations until Nernst's equilibrium is reached. In this way we have arrived at Problem (1.1){(1.6). Our original aim was to prove the existence and uniqueness for this problem. Nevertheless, uniqueness for the original problem turns out to be di cult and we are able to show uniqueness only for a problem, where regular b T ; where 0 < " 1 and 1 n. Here we adopt the following notations:
@ u ru and ? T ? (0; T) : Assumptions and the statement of the existence theorem of our original Problem (1.1){(1.6) are given in Section 3. Finally in Section 4 the uniqueness result for related nonlinear di usion problem is discussed.
We nish this section by introducing some notation. In the sequel, if necessary, we shall consider any function u(x) de ned almost everywhere on R N , u 2 H 1 ( ) to be extended outside of (and denoted again by u) such that kuk H 1 (R N ) Ckuk H 1 ( ) with C independent of u. Due to the result of Calderon-Stein (see e.g. 12]) this is possible if @ is Lipschitz. By h i we denote the duality between H 1 ( ) and H ?1 ( ). The function spaces we use are rather familiar and we omit the de nition (see e.g. 12]).
Auxiliary problems
Assume for this section that for given 0 < " 1 b To prove (2.17), note that the weak formulation of (2.16) easily gives To prove assertion (i), note that u; v are both, sub{ and supersolutions, and therefore one analogously gets
This proves (i).
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Proof: (of Theorem 2.1) 1. We intend to build a weak solution of the system (2.6) by rst constructing solutions of certain simpler approximations to (2. (ii) above and we omit further details.
4. We propose now to send`to in nity and to show a subsequence of our solutions u`of the approximate problems (2. 1]) . Note, that due to (2.1) and (2.2), u ì converges strongly in L 1 ( i T ) and thus, by interpolation w.r.t. space variables also strongly in L 2 (? i T ). Now, it is not di cult to see that u i , i = 1; : : : ; k, is a weak solution of (2.6). 2 3 Hence, we nish our calculation using the a priori estimates of Lemma 3.2,
Ch; which proves (3.7).
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Now we are in the position to formulate the existence result for our original problem (1.1){(1.6). For this end we give the exact de nition of a weak solution of this problem. Here we use the notation (i = 1; : : : ; k). Since we arranged that n ! 1 if " ! 0 the estimate (3.6) shows that the limit u i ful lls our jump condition (3.10).
To show that the limit function is a solution, let " ! 0 in relations (2.7) and (2.8) for test functions as xed in De nition 3.1 using (3.11){(3.13), which yields relations (3.8) and (3.9), respectively. Proof: We shall approximate problem (4.9) by the following way: As this holds for any smooth function ' i 0 , 0 ' i 0 1, it continuous to holds also for ' i 0 = (u i (x; t)? v i (x; t)) and (4.6) follows easily. The rest of the proof is the same as in Theorem 2.3.
We show now that the solution of (4.2) which we get as the limit of the sequence of solutions to (2.6) under the assumption (4.1) indeed satis es (4.5). do not depend on the approximation parameter n. Now we proceed as in the proof of Theorem 2.2 for problem (4.18) instead of (2.6) with u =ũ(x; t); v =ũ(x; t + h). Since we integrate over 2 ?h; t], by our construction the item 
